Mechanochemical Simmons–Smith cyclopropanation via ball-milling-enabled activation of zinc(0)†
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The bulk solvent-free synthesis of cyclopropanes via a ball-milling-enabled Simmons–Smith reaction is herein described. Harnessing the use of mechanochemical techniques to activate zinc(0), this, all under air and operationally simple protocol, allows the synthesis of a wide range of cyclopropane structures and scale up to enable gram-scale.

Introduction

The transformation of organohalide species into reactive organometallic nucleophiles – and resulting reactivity – is one of the most common disconnections in organic chemistry.¹ Within this context, organomagnesium, organolithium, and organozinc species dominate the literature precedent due to their well-documented efficiency. Despite this, there can remain issues with the generation and use of these valuable nucleophiles (Scheme 1A).² Notably capricious activation of zero-valent magnesium or zinc³ can result in a range of reagent concentrations in solution, and there often remains a necessity for inert gas protection.⁴ Furthermore, these organometallic species are almost in their entirety synthesised and stored as solutions in appropriate solvents leading to increased usage (ergo waste) of solvents (n-hexane, Et₂O, THF).⁵

One technique which has enabled the reduction of solvent use is the mechanochemical manipulation of materials in a solvent-free or highly solvent-minimised environment via ball milling technology.⁶ Moreover, in contrast to solution-phase counterparts, mechanochemical protocols can often be carried out without recourse to air/moisture-sensitive set-ups.⁷ Within the context of organometallic generation, recent work has established that analogous organozinc species can be formed via milling a suitable organohalide with zero-valent zinc metal.

These procedures can be carried out without need of exogenous activation procedures,⁸ bypassing pyrophoric intermediates such as finely ground magnesium,⁹ all under air atmospheres, and in the absence of bulk solvent. Using this technology, our group has leveraged protocols for the ball-milling-enabled Negishi,¹⁰ Reformatsky,¹¹ and Barbier¹² reactions (Scheme 1B). Also notable are recent endeavours in the mechanochemical generation and utility of organomagnesium, organocalcium and organomanganese species.⁶,¹³

In a continuation of our programme towards sustainable formation and manipulation of organozinc species, a mechanochemical Simmons–Smith cyclopropanation method was targeted (Scheme 1C).¹⁴ New methods for the generation of highly strained ring systems are important, for example cyclopropane moieties are surging in prevalence in the development of active pharmaceuticals such as trametinib (oncology, Scheme 1D), Abacavir (HIV/AIDS), and tezacaftor (CF).¹⁵ This is primarily due to favourable metabolic stability and opportunities for c log P modulation.¹⁶ To this end, an operationally simple, bulk-solvent-free cyclopropanation protocol without requirement for air/moisture-sensitive reaction set-ups, undesired use of pyrophoric dialkyl zinCs, or milling of diazo compounds¹⁷ would be of interest to the sustainable chemistry community. Herein we wish to report our findings.

Results and discussion

Optimization studies

Our studies into a mechanochemical protocol for the cyclopropanation of alkenes commenced by identifying trans-cinnamyl alcohol (1a) as a model substrate. Preliminary scouting studies (see ESI† for full details) revealed that milling 1a with zinc(0) (granular 20–30 mesh), diiodomethane (2a, as the carbenoid precursor) and copper(0) (0.5 eq.) using a mixer mill at 30 Hz for 1 hour gave promising yields of the cyclopropanated product 3a (Scheme 2, entry 1, 59%). Our previous work³ on mechanochemical organozinc formation has demonstrated...
that the addition of \(N,N\)’-dimethylacetamide (DMA) as a liquid assisted grinding additive proved crucial to high reaction efficiency. In this case, whilst a pleasing increase was observed on the addition of DMA (entry 2, 76%, 2.5 equivalents of DMA), further improvement was observed on employing more environment-acceptable alternatives 2-MeTHF (entry 4, 83%), and EtOAc (entry 5, 81%). Interestingly, and conversely to our studies in the absence of LAG (see ESI†) we found that removing the copper additive led to little detrimental effect to the reaction efficiency, affording 3a in 77% yield (entry 6).\(^*\) Furthermore, reducing quantities of 2-MeTHF to near equimolar concentrations led to optimal conditions, delivering the cyclopropane product in 94% isolated yield (entry 7). Further studies revealed reducing the quantities of CH\(_2\)I\(_2\) or Zn(0) to 4 equivalents each proved damaging to reaction efficiency (entry 8).

Our prior reports have demonstrated that mechanochemical techniques to activate raw-form zinc(0) is largely form-independent. To validate this observation in this methodology, five further zinc(0) forms were employed in the reaction protocol: mossy, foil, powder, wire, and shot. All five of these metal inputs were reliable in this ball-milling manifold, affording 3a in excellent yields in three cases (mossy, foil, wire – entries 9–11, 77–86%) and moderate yields in the other two (powder, shot – entries 12 and 13, 51–57%) following this, translation of the methodology to other reaction vessels, serving as control experiments, was explored. Use of a planetary mill (using zirconia jars and ball, see ESI† for more details), demonstrated reasonable reaction efficiency (entry 14, 45%), which not only offers reactivity in other mechanocatalytic set-ups but can be used to demonstrate that reactivity is maintained in a “stainless steel-free” environment, highlighting that the stainless-steel material used to fabricate the mixer mill jars is not necessarily mechanistically relevant.\(^*\)

Subsequently a subset of reactions were conducted in standard round-bottomed flask glassware. Notably, stirring the reaction mixture neat or in 2-MeTHF solution led to no conversion to the cyclopropane product 3a (entries 15 and 16).

Despite this, remarkably, without employment any zinc(0) activation methods a large quantity of the product was formed when heating at reflux in 2-MeTHF solution (entry 13, 79% yield). With this in mind, temperature monitoring studies of our milled reaction demonstrate a maximum temperature of 31 °C, suggesting that the zinc(0) activation in our protocol is mechanical rather than thermal (see ESI† for temperature-time data).

**Reaction scope**

With optimal conditions in hand for the mechanochemical solvent-minimised alkene cyclopropanation methodology, the scope and limitations of the reaction were explored.\(^*\) The cyclopropanation method proceeded with exquisite diastereoselectivity with the concerted pathway leading to cyclopropane products mimicking the stereochemical orientation of the alkene starting material (e.g., (E)-alkenes lead to trans diastereomers).

Initially a trisubstituted version of our model substrate was studied, affording the cyclopropane in high yields (Scheme 3A, 3b, 81%). The presence of the alcoholic OH to direct the cyclopropanation was shown not to be critical to reactivity, with alkyl and silyl ethers demonstrating excellent reaction efficiency (3c–3e, 85–92%), although with reduction in yields for THP-protected alcohol (3f, 28%), where a complex mixture of products was observed in conjunction with the product. Further arene and benzyl substituted allylic alcohols participated well in the reaction methodology (3g–i) with modest yields observed with secondary alcohol 3i. Following this, carbocyclic rings bearing endo- and exo-cyclic alkenes were excellent substrates for cyclopropanation (3j–m, 60–94%), and unsurprisingly proceeded with exquisite diastereoselectivity cis to the oxygen-centred appendage.
Cyclopropanation of a range of silyl enol ethers proceeded efficiently on both acyclic and cyclic structures (Scheme 3B, 3n–s, 53–91%), in the latter cases affording fused bicyclic architectures in good yields (3q–s). Furthermore, a naphthyl-substituted alkyl enol ether was very effective in this methodology, affording the cyclopropyl ether in 95% yield (3t).

A selection of α,β-unsaturated carbonyl species (Michael acceptors, Scheme 3C) were surveyed and gave cyclopropane products in modest yields (3u–x, 34–40%), and subsequently a small selection of vinyl boronic acids proceeded in good yields under our reaction conditions (3y–3aa, 38–58%) affording the cyclopropyl boronic acid species which could be further used in cross coupling methodology. Two terpene natural products – bearing two alkene moieties – geraniol and nerol were chosen to explore chemoselective mono- and di-cyclopropanation (Scheme 3D). Impressively through control of stoichiometry we could access both mono- and di-cyclopropanation species (3ab–ae) with the allylic alcohol reaction proceeding first. Notably, in the case of the two double cyclopropanation systems, both ring formations were shown to take place in just 1 hour of milling time.

Finally, we turned our attention towards the Simmons–Smith reaction of cholesterol, a reaction unknown in solution, and unsuccessful in our own hands in solution using conditions from Scheme 2 (entry 17). Under our standard conditions, no product was formed which was perceived to be due to unfavourable reaction morphology (Scheme 3E). To that end, we carried out a mini-optimization on this specific substrate with values in the table Scheme 3E sourced from $^1$H NMR analysis of the crude reaction mixture against a 1,3,5-trimethoxybenzene as an internal standard. $^2$Isolated yield after silica gel column chromatography.

**Scheme 2** Optimization of the reaction conditions for the mechanochemical Simmons–Smith reaction and control experiments: $^*$Calculated via $^1$H NMR analysis of the crude reaction mixture against 1,3,5-trimethoxybenzene as an internal standard. $^b$Isolated yield after silica gel column chromatography.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>entry</th>
<th>Cu$^2$ (x eq)</th>
<th>LAG (y eq)</th>
<th>3a (%)$^b$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>DMA (2.5)</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>DMSO (2.5)</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2-MeTHF (2.5)</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>EIOAc (2.5)</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2-MeTHF (2.5)</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2-MeTHF (1.5)</td>
<td>90 (84)$^b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>as entry 7 but 4 eq Zn, 4 eq CH$_2$Cl$_2$</td>
<td>69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
crude reaction mixtures, in combination with larger 30 mL jars the reaction was scaled ten-fold to 20 mmol (10 mmol in each jar) in a single mixer mill run, affording 2.43 g of cyclopropanated product in good yield (75%, Scheme 4C). This was all carried out in the absence of reaction solvent, and without the need for any air/moisture-sensitive reaction set-ups.

Scheme 3  Scope of the mechanochemical Simmons–Smith reaction. Isolated yields after purification are reported unless otherwise stated. *Yields based on 1H NMR analysis of the crude reaction mixture vs. 1,3,5-trimethoxybenzene as an internal standard. †Using a PID-controlled programmable jar heater, see ESI† for details. ‡1 mass equivalent of the sum of all reaction components was added. §30 mL jar and a 9 g ball was used. ¶Isolated yield after silica gel column chromatography and epoxidation work-up to remove remaining alkene starting material.
Sustainability metrics

When studying our reaction protocols from a sustainability perspective, analysing the process mass intensity (PMI) of a given reaction set-up can give information on the waste streams produced using eqn (1) (Fig. 1A).\(^{22}\) The PMI of a given reaction is made up of two components PMI\(_\text{reaction}\) and PMI\(_\text{work-up}\). Within this context comparing un-optimized work-up procedures has been reported to routinely be misused and non-productive.\(^{23}\) On the other hand, when calculating the PMI\(_\text{reaction}\) of our systems revealed PMI\(_\text{reaction}\) \(-\) small scale of 14.09 and PMI\(_\text{reaction}\) \(-\) large scale of 6.71. These figures are an improvement on an archetypal solution-phase reaction such as in Scheme 2, entry 17 of 44.62, highlighting the possibilities that mechanochemistry can provide for minimization of waste when designing synthetic protocols. It must be noted that the current work-up/purification procedure is non-optimal from a sustainability perspective. Whilst this was not the focus of this report, it must also be considered when moving forward in the development of mechanochemistry protocols.

Further to this, the analysis of space–time yield provides information about process/reactor efficiency and is calculated via eqn (2) (Fig. 1B).\(^{24}\) Whilst on small scale there isn’t much appreciable difference between reactor efficiency (comparing a 10 mL round-bottomed flask with a 15 mL milling jar), our large-scale operation using the 30 mL jars enabling the processing of 10 mmol per jar provides an increase in space–time yield to 1944 kg m\(^{-3}\) day\(^{-1}\).

Conclusions

In conclusion, a mechanochemical Simmons–Smith reaction has been designed and developed. Owing to ball-milling-enabled activation of raw form zinc, we are able to access a system to enable the cyclopropanation of a range of akenes including (homo)allylic alcohols, (silyl) enol ethers, and Michael acceptors, as well as terpene and cholesterol structures. We further demonstrated tandem Barbier/Simmons–Smith reactivity in a “one-jar” protocol and through use of a PID-controlled jar heater enabled the solvent-free gram-scale cyclopropanation of an allylic ether in 30 minutes. Work is ongoing to continue exploration and exploitation of mechanochemical zero-valent metal activation.
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